PRESIDENT'S BALL THIS EVENING

**today's schedule/**
* 9:00 General meeting in auditorium*  
* 10:00-12:00 Group discussions, conference*
* 12:00 Lunch*
* 2:00-4:00 General Meeting in Auditorium*
* 4:00 Recreation*
* 6:00-6:30 Dinner*
* 9:00-12:00 PRESIDENT'S BALL*
* 1:00 Lights out*

MIAMI GIRL IS CROWNED MISS J.A.

Miss Junior Achievement of 1962 has been crowned. She is Miss Susan Ward of Miami, Florida. This was Susan's first year as an Achiever, and she plans to work in J.A. after graduation from college.

She held the office of secretary in her company, and was also a member of the Achievers' Association, and the Speakers' Corp. Susan is the first Miss J.A. Miami has ever had.

She will receive a one-hundred dollar bond, a trophy, wallet, and a gold charm bracelet. Pictures of Susan will appear in issues of Ingenue, and Teen magazines.

When asked how it felt to be Miss J.A., she replied: "I realize not only what a great honor this is, but also what a great responsibility it is".

Regarded as someone who makes friends easily, Susan has impressed many people here at the conference with her ability, grace, and beauty.

"As far as the future is concerned," our Miss J.A. stated, "I want to be the best kind of person I can."

**THEME SLATED "FOUNTAIN BLEU"**

Time is drawing nearer to polish up one's dancing shoes and practice on a few new steps. The Dance Committee, headed by counselor Chris White, is diligently working on preparations in order to make this year's "Presidential Ball", a tremendous success.

Miss Junior Achievement, who was crowned at talent night, will be presented along with the court. Her date for the evening is Conference President, Cal Scott.

Music will be supplied by the Allen sixteen piece orchestra. A twist contest is scheduled for anyone who is interested.

The main points of decoration include a chipped mirror ball suspended from the ceiling over an exotic fountain, the Queen's throne, complete with red carpet, and the bandstand.

On this special night, the fellows won't have to worry about buying the girls' corsages, because each girl attending the ball will receive a baby orchid from Hawaii.

Only the north entrance to the cafeteria will be used. Please do not try to enter through any other doors.

The dress is informal. Boys wear jackets, ties and slacks. Girls wear party dresses.

The dance is scheduled to begin at 9:00 and will come to an end approximately 12:00. This will move our few up to 12:30, and lights out to 1:00.

...Pat Henkel
HOUSE COMMITTEE

The first and foremost job of the Conference House Committee is to provide an effective seating arrangement in the auditorium for all delegates. This seating arrangement has to be planned according to the allotted number of seats for each delegation. To aid in seating, markers for each delegation have been placed in specific seats. Seating Committee members, Chuck Elmquist, of Des Moines and Connie Moore of Dallas, urge Achievers not to move these signs, as it just adds more confusion to the seating the meetings and more work for the Committee members.

The second, and essential job of the House Committee is attending to the roll call at the general meetings. This responsibility consists of collecting all roll check sheets from each delegation chairmen, putting them in alphabetical order, and checking them for absentees.

So that this function can be performed in full and as quickly as possible, all delegation chairmen are to report to the auditorium 15 minutes before the scheduled meeting time.

The third and biggest job of the House Committee is to keep the campus clean at all times. This job is far too big for the committee to handle without the Achievers' cooperation. There are approximately 75 posters and numerous trash containers throughout the campus. These are distributed for the Achievers welfare. Please place all scrap in these trash containers. Make the House Committee's job a little easier.

There has been a problem of cokes being brought into the auditorium. Due to some carelessly laid cigarettes, small fires have been started in the lounges and lobby of the auditorium. Considering the warning that has been given, there will be no SHARING or REFRESHMENTS anywhere in the auditorium, from now until the end of the conference.

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE

The Resolutions Committee, mainly consisting of 19 Conference members is headed by two co-chairmen, Michael Shepherd from Seattle, Washington, and John Purns from Buffalo, New York. They are now in the process of discussing approximately 25 different resolutions submitted by different members of the 1962 Conference.

The resolutions that are accepted by the committee, will be presented for adoption today.

RECREATION COMMITTEE

Even though this conference is mainly dedicated to business, recreation does not suffer. The schedule provides free time during the day when the delegates have a chance to relax.

Two big recreation features of the conference are Talent Night, which was held last night, and tonight's presidential Ball.

The Achiever's band has entertained the delegates at meals and during free time.

The sports department has equipment available in Unit 12, room 103, for horseshoes, tennis, badminton, and many other sports.

Mr. Francomano, recreation department director has scheduled chariot races, ice hockey, dog races, and a polo game.

Wednesday the Yankee's beat the Confederates in a department sponsored football game. The score was 9 to 7.

WISHES FROM THE CONFERENCE

Word from the Grand Rapids delegation tells us that one of their original delegates, Pat Sutherlin, in the Hospital. Pat was to be their entry in the Miss J.A. Contest.

The Grand Rapids Delegation sent her 12 red roses:

The conference sends their best wishes to her and hopes for her speedy recovery.

Election special edition will appear later today, containing full information concerning the Conference officer elections.
EIGHT TYPES OF ACHIEVERS FOUND IN JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT...

Some members are like wheelbarrows...no good unless they are pushed.

Some are like canoes...they need to be paddled.

Some are like kites...if you don't keep them on a string, they will fly away.

Some are like kittens...they're more content when petted.

Some are like footballs...you can't tell which way they'll bounce next.

Some are like trailers...they're useless unless pulled.

Some are like balloons...full of wind and likely to blow away unless handled carefully.

Some are...always dependable and cooperative.

WHICH ONE ARE YOU?

What to do if...

If you fall down the stairs and land on a counselor's back: Tell "Hi-ho Silver", and ride away.

If your Date stands you up: Sit down.

Scientists who've timed it say a wink takes a 1/40th of a second. Can you think of a quicker way to get in trouble?

Only a woman would ask:"Don't turn around now, but who was that couple that just walked in?"

Don't forget that people will judge you by your actions, not your intentions.

You may have a heart of gold, but so does a hard-boiled egg.

If everybody succeeded in being someone, there wouldn't be anyone left to be nobody.

M. Pettyjohn

Imagination is a quality that belongs to poets and homemakers alike, men and women in politics, as well as to painters. It's the ability to look ahead, to set goals, to have courage and conviction to work and achieve your dreams. Explorer Columbus dreamed of a new world beyond the horizon and then set out to prove it was there.

Everyone who can wonder a bit, look beyond things as they are, and dream of something new, has imagination. Don't neglect yours. Use it to plan, to dream, to Achieve.

GIRLS HUMILIATE BOYS

In a softball game played yesterday afternoon at the ball field, the girls tied the boys! The game took place during recreation time. It was well organized, and a good time was had by everyone.
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Thursday, August 23, 1962
When James Stewart was asked about his candidacy for Association Secretary, he replied, "Well, I'm a boy. If you don't believe me, ask my roommate...she'll tell you".

The accuracy of the coke count has been in doubt ever since the bees started hovering around the machines.

Some delegate contracted the hiccups during the invocation, at the last general meeting. We've been warning Achievers about drinking their cokes straight.

At last count, (from a local beekeeper) the number of cokes consumed by the achievers is 31,500.

Opinions of Conference

Bill Gordon Jr., Wilmington, Delaware  
"I think it's very good. I like the way the groups are organized, because you get to meet people from all over the country. Also, I especially like the choice of speakers we've had at the general meetings. The thing that impresses me most is the attitude of the Achievers, funny when necessary and serious when necessary. My only regret is that the conference is not longer."

Lee Johnson, Minneapolis, Minn.  
"I like it very much, but I wish it were more formal."

Pete Patti, New Orleans, La.  
"I think it's very nice. The competition is very stiff which proves that the delegates are putting themselves more into Junior Achievement. People are more friendly here than last."

Kathy Andrade, New Bedford, Mass.  
"It's a blast!"

Paul Smith, Los Angeles, Calif.  
"The Conference has been economically enlightening, and the depth of the discussion groups have made it one that will always be remembered."

John Schlaudecker, Toledo, Ohio  
"The Conference gets better every year. I feel that the discussions and workshops were outstanding."

The guest J.A. delegate from Algeria tells of the all time record-breaking sales his company had this past year. Seems they sold Plastic Bombs!!!"